
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Longfield Charter  

At Longfield Academy, we work hard every day to uphold these values. 

 

Democracy - everyone has a voice and a right to learn. 

The rule of law - adults at our school are working hard for our safety and     

welfare; we respect them.   

Individual liberty - we have a variety of activities here and everyone is 

welcome to take part. 

Mutual respect - our community welcomes everyone.  

Tolerance of different faiths and beliefs - we celebrate difference.   



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A good way to think about this charter is, to behave in the same way as you would on a school trip. 

Transport 

Travelling to and from school – the pupil gate locks promptly at 8.45 and registration begins at 8.50am  

 Think about the safety of all people – if you do something which makes a situation unsafe for you, another pupil, an adult working for a 

transport company or any member of the public you will be sanctioned.  

 Respect all property – you will be sanctioned if you damage any property belonging to any pupil, transport company or member of the 

public. 

 Think about the enjoyment of other people – when travelling to and from school you will come into contact with lots of different people, 

if your actions make them unhappy you are letting down: yourself, your family and the school. You will be sanctioned for this and may 

to have to attend Anti-Social Behaviour Team sessions. 

Being dropped off at and picked up from school 

 As soon as you arrive at school you must think about the points above. 

 You must come into school sensibly through the safety gate and into the pupil entrance.  

 You must leave by the same exit.  

Walking to school   

 You must conduct yourself sensibly and enter and leave through the pupil entrance.  

 You must be considerate of members of the public.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Cycling to school  

 You must park your bike and secure it in the bike shed and enter and exit through the front entrance.  

 You must wear a helmet & high visibility clothing. 

 If it is winter, use lights to be seen and do not cycle if it is icy.   

Travelling by taxi   

 You must follow all safety instructions from the driver.  

 Be polite; say hello, please and thank you. 

 Be considerate of other passengers or pupils in your taxi.  

 You may use the main entrance.  

Travelling by bus (ARRIVA public transport)  

 Walk sensibly to your bus stop (see walking guidelines above).  

 Stand at your stop and do not obstruct the pavement or people going about their day.  

 Enter the bus one at a time, be polite, sit down and follow all safety rules including sitting down and wearing a seat belt.  

 Stay seated until the bus stops.  

 Exit one at a time.  

 Enter and exit through the pupil entrance.  

 When you get off the bus on an evening walk sensibly to your house. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Break and Lunch 

Before 8.45 and at 3.20pm - Topping up your canteen balance 

 In poor weather pupils are permitted to leave their mode of transport and go straight into the building following the other rules of the 
Charter. 

 Pupils must not top up their canteen balance during lesson time.  

 At 3.20pm leave sensibly by your usual mode of transport.  
 

Canteen Conduct  

 Stand sensibly in the dinner queue listening carefully to the instructions of the dinner queue supervisor teachers. 

 Practice good manners when ordering & receiving food. 

 Line up sensibly in the main corridors quietly and on till queues. 

 Sit at a table – no standing and eating. 

 Put all food waste into the bins provided.  

 Tables must be cleared, including all trays plates, bowls and cutlery. 

 Any spillages must be cleaned up – there will be a cleaning station positioned next to the used tray rack where plates are put away. This 
is at the back of the canteen adjacent to the rear doors.   

 Seats must not be taken from one table and moved to another. 

 Seat must be put under tables at the end of the meal. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Rules of ‘Lending’  

If you owe more than £4 the following rules apply:  

 At lunchtime, you will be able to have a sandwich but no ‘luxuries’ such as bottled drinks, popcorn etc.  There is always free filtered 
water available. 

 You will not be able to borrow more money.  

 You should go to the office to obtain a ‘lend’ card BEFORE you go to the canteen, as the canteen staff will not allow any further 
transactions without authorisation. 

 Anyone who is on the outstanding dinner money list can have free tea and toast in the morning.  

 You cannot purchase more than two biscuits at a time   

 Parents and pupils are encouraged to check their lunch money balance regularly and top up before break time where possible  

 If you are entitled to Free School Meals stick to your daily limit please.   Students occasionally go over this limit and arrangements 
should be made to clear any outstanding balances.  The same £4.00 limit applies to students on Free School Meals.  

 Litter 

 No food should be taken out of the canteen for Years 7-10.  

 Bottled water may be taken out of the canteen. 

 For Year 11 - hot drinks leaving the canteen must have a lid. 

 For Years 7-10 no drinks other than water can be taken out of the canteen.  

 All litter must be placed into the bins provided.  

 Use all bin stations around the school building – additional bins were added in March 2014.  

 Please also use bins in classrooms and around school if the main bins are empty.  
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Ball Game Free Zones  

 No ball games are permitted on the main yard. 

 No ball games are permitted near windows.  
 

Corridor & Field Conduct  

 In good weather when the field is open use the field and yards for games etc. Do not congregate in the corridors in good weather. 

 Walk on the left at all times. 

 In poor or wet weather, you are allowed to stay indoors where at possible, using form rooms.   

 In between lessons teachers should stand in corridors and ensure safety.  

 No pushing or shoving at any time. If there is a potential crush between lessons, stand still and wait for a member of staff to clear a 
space. 

 No close personal contact between pupils who are in a relationship.  
 

Field Rules 
 

 Remember to adhere to the ‘Ball Game Free Zones’ 

 Do not drop litter - use the outside bins around the area. 

 If you are not near a bin, take your litter to the bins inside at the end of break/lunch. 

 At around 1:15 a teacher will usually ask you to make your way down from the furthest areas of the field and 3G pitch back towards 
school; this the ‘Get Ready’ bell. 

 At 1.20 pm you should already be near the building – go to Period 4 immediately. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Consumption of Fizzy/Energy Drinks 
 

 All energy drinks are prohibited from consumption within school.  

 All fizzy drinks are prohibited. 

 Only water may be consumed during lessons and it is freely available throughout the school day.  
 
Smoking/Vaping  

 Pupils caught smoking/vaping or seen in an area where smoking is taking place will be put on a register of smokers through the Pastoral 

RAG system and a disciplinary programme will be followed: 

 Confiscation of materials which can then only be collected by a parent.  

 Referred as out lesson incident on ClassCharts. 

 Attend detentions. 

 Awareness session on the dangers of smoking and a compulsory smoking cessation programme.  

 Parents contacted. 

 May be referred to Anti-Social Behaviour Officer. 

 Repetition or refusal to comply may result in exclusion. 
  
The school may forward the names of persistent offenders to the Council Enforcement Officer and the Police and further incidents will result in 
more serious sanctions being considered by the school. The school may choose to seek assistance from the Local Enforcement Officer or the 
Police in pursuing a statutory fixed penalty notice.  
 
The penalties and fines for the smoke-free offences set out in Health Act 2006 are; a fixed penalty notice of £50 (discounted to £30 if paid within 

15 days from the issue of a notice) or a fine by a court not exceeding level 1 on the standard scale (up to £200). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Lessons 
 

 Always follow the instructions of the adult in charge. 

 Enter in silence and stand behind your chairs.  

 When asked to be seated get out all your equipment and knowledge planner in silence  

 Answer your name on the register  

 Complete all tasks, beginning with the Connection Task – try your best to get positive ClassCharts clicks  

 All pupils should be in a seating plan which will be shown on ClassCharts. 

 When completing individual work, pupils should be working in silence; pupils should raise their hands and wait before asking or answering 
questions.   

 Pupils are not permitted to engage in any conversation that does not centre around subject content. 

 No answering back eg:  
Staff “get on with your work”, pupil “I am”. 
Staff “stop talking”, pupil “I wasn’t”. 

 Pupils cannot leave a lesson without permission. 

 Pupils should be stood behind chairs at the end of each lesson and then dismissed in silence. 


